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Yuyanapaq

was a transmedia photography project commissioned by Peru’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission that aimed to build collective memory in the aftermath of Peru’s internal conflict through an online photographic archive, a photography
book, a large permanent photo exhibition and multiple travelling exhibitions1. In Quechua
(Peru’s predominant indigenous language), Yuyanapaq, means ‘to remember’. Yuyanapaq
was led by the photographers, Mayu Mohanna and Nancy Chappell, who curated a selection
of images from more than 90 archives covering the armed conflict from 1980-2000, among
them those of private collections, the press, news agencies, the Armed Forces and Police, human rights institutions, community photography projects, the Church and family photo albums. which make up a digital storytelling toolkit for practitioners which is available online3.
The Yuyanapaq images were intended to intervene in and build a visual narrative, national consciousness and shared memory. The organisers sought to use images to
evoke the kind of emotional response that the Commission’s written report could not
do one its own, especially for those Peruvian audiences unaffected directly by the suffering and pain generated by the conflict and unlikely to read the 5000 page report2. Salomón Lerner Febres, the philosophy professor who was President of Peru’s Truth and
Reconciliation Commission described the images as giving ‘us an urgent mandate: to
ensure that the past is never forgotten, either on purpose or through indifference’3.
The Lima exhibition was popular and critically acclaimed4, responses were overwhelming positive
(Saona 2009)5. It attracted high visitor numbers and considerable media coverage. It was credited with transforming critical and negative media coverage of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and paving the way for the positive reception of the Commission’s final report and its
message (Hoecker 2007)6. However some indigenous communities affected by the conflict were
less enthusiastic and some did not want to the photographs displayed in their communities7.
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In Ayachucho, one of the regions most affected by the conflict, the exhibition was poorly attended and some visitors to the Lima exhibition questioned
the apparent ‘truths’ offered in the photographs (Poole and Perez 2010)8.
The Yuyanapaq exhibition is on permanent show in Lima’s Museo de la Nacion until 2026.
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“

“

By showing these images… The Commission is also offering all Peruvians the visual evidence of a history that we must not only understand, but also identify as our own. Only
then can we build a more peaceful and humane country.
Salomón Lerner Febres, President of Peru’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission9
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